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US News Ranks Covenant

Covenant recently received national ranking at 159.
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Lady Scots Dominated

The women’s soccer team has been
on a winning streak this season.
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The Bald Soprano Review

Covenant’s latest play focuses on
the absurd in the ordinary.
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The Magnificent Seven

This new western remake hits the
silver screen with a major focus on
diversity.
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Childhood Contextualization

A response to “On Christianity and
Children’s Bibles
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Covenant
Expanding
Influence to
Auckland
by Kristie Jaya

Earlier this year, Covenant
received a request to help
institute a Christian liberal arts college in Auckland,
New Zealand. Learning
from previous initiatives,
the college has instituted
a new protocol on how to
expand the availability of
a Covenant Education.
In response to the request,
Chief Financial Officer
Dan Wykoff met with
three New Zealand gentlemen this past August
to discuss their request
for support in forming a
Christian liberal arts college. The college would be
and catching up with for- study and attend lectures. located in the land of the
mer friends. By 8:50, the More importantly, people Kiwis, and hopefully span
room was crowded with a from all age groups meet its influence across Southmass of people.
together over meals to fel- east Asia and the Pacific
Islands.
lowship together.
L’Abri was founded in
Switzerland by Francis Mary Frances Giles, a The gentlemen are a part
Schaeffer and his wife in worker at the Southbor- of a young denomination
1955—the same year that ough L’Abri, lectured after called Grace PresbyteCovenant was founded— lunch, discussing the rela- rian, and are hoping to
at the start of the hippie tion between food, place, form a college under the
movement. Schaeffer’s de- and being human, say- Reformed tradition. Covsire was to establish a safe ing, “As humans, we long enant is in the process
place for Christians to for both a physical place of forming a committee
ask questions and express prepared for us and the who would advise decitheir doubts.
physical presence of being sion-makers at the Lookin someone’s communi- out Mountain campus on
Today, L’Abri has spread ty—Christ did not come how to best respond to the
to 8 locations in 7 differ- to Christianize us, but he request.
ent countries. At these came to make us more
locations, young people
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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COVENANT HOSTS THE L’ABRI LECTURES
by Teresa Harwood
On October 1, the first
floor of Brock Hall filled
with men and women aged
approximately fifteen to
seventy-five. Chattanoogans, Alabamians, and
North Carolinians traveled to Brock for multiple
reasons. Some were simply admirers of Francis
Schaeffer and wanted to
hear anything and everything related to him. Others were past students of
L’Abri who desired to reunite with lifelong friends.
Some were in the area and
connected to Covenant
as students, alumni, or

INTRODUCING
JONATHAN WYLIE
by Margaret Duncan
When Jonathan (Jon) Wylie’s wife saw Covenant’s
open job posting for an
associate dean of students,
she told him she had found
the job he was meant to
be in. During the summer of 2016, Wylie joined
the student development
ranks, filling the shoes of
Jonathan Ingraham.
Most
recently,
Wylie
taught English as a foreign
language with the English
Language Institute China
at the Harbin Institute of
Technology, while ministering to the students, faculty, and staff to share the
hope of Christ on campus.
At the time of our interview, he had only been at
the job 99 days but already

professors. Others were a
mix between these three.
While the L’Abri Lectures
were not initially part of
the planning for the Francis Schaeffer Conference
on True Spirituality, they
nicely coincided with the
conference.
Although classrooms usually do not fill until the
five or so minutes before
class, the audience for the
L’Abri Lectures began arriving around 8:30 a.m.—
thirty minutes before the
event actually began. After
registering, the people ate
scones and drank coffee
while meeting new people

felt confident that it was a pointed to the ultimate
great fit.
day of restoration.”
He takes joy in meetings
with students, faculty, and
staff that fill the majority
of his day rather than answering endless emails, as
he has had to in previous
positions.

He seeks to love Christ
wholeheartedly and plans
to encourage the greater student body to do the
same—in an open, broken
way so that they may pick
each other up and point
one another to Christ.

“I do feel like I am a better associate dean than I “I just want people to be
am an English teacher,” he broken and let [the people
said.
of ] Covenant walk along
side them in it so we may
It is clear to anyone who find our Savior together,”
speaks to Wylie for even said Wylie.
a short time that he has
a passion for loving stu- Jon has been married to
dents in a way that affects Emily for eleven years and
them long-term. When have three children, Lydda
describing the discipline Grace (8), Wade (6), and
process Wylie often goes Eden Mercy (3), and they
through with students he are expecting their fourth
said, “I believe repentance child. Emily is a stay-atis a gift . . . My hope is that home mom, and togethwhen [students] leave my er they homeschool their
office they don’t just leave children.
broken, but that they leave

“I love being married. It’s
the thing that has allowed
me to grow the most,”
Wylie said. Wylie has an
apparent love for his wife
and children. They love
to read Shakespeare and
Tolkien as a family. Their
family plans to stay at
Covenant College long-

term: “Emily and I would
like to make Lookout
Mountain our home,” said
Wylie.
Wylie and his family are
soon to be members of
Lookout Mountain Presbyterian Church.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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CONCERNING
CONTRACT
by Greer McCollum
Since its inception, Covenant College has had some
form of a Student Conduct Agreement, widely
known as “the contract.”
As rumors have it—and as
President Derek Halvorson mentioned in a recent
interview—the document
has evolved substantially
throughout the decades.
Notably, the contract once
banned student dancing and monitored movie
watching.
In its current state, the
document outlines numerous conduct expectations of students, from
modesty in dress to compliance with Federal,
State, and Local law, but
arguably the most controversial section is the
ban on the consumption
of alcohol or use of tobacco products. This ban has
four exceptions: when students are away on break,
when they are under the
authority of their parents
or church, when in a foreign culture where refus-

ing a ceremonial drink
would be considered rude,
or when living off campus
and married, or when they
are 25 or older.
This ban does not reflect a
biblical mandate but falls
under what the Student
Conduct Agreement holds
as “in the best interest of
others in the community.”
Halvorson describes the
intention of contract to be
“a uniform set of behavioral expectation.”
Halvorson first recognized the benefits of a
ban on alcohol and tobacco at Covenant when he
was Vice President of the
Student Senate. While he
held the position, Senate
lobbied
administration
to overturn the ban. But

US NEWS RANKS COVENANT
159 IN NATION
by Saundra Barker
U.S. News & World Report 2017 Best Colleges
rankings recently recognized Covenant College
as a top-tier national liberal arts college. Covenant
is one of the five Council
for Christian Colleges and
Universities (CCCU) on
this list as a top-tier national liberal college.
It is notable for Covenant
to achieve the national
level because most Christian colleges are ranked
regionally by U.S. News.
Covenant was formerly ranked among the top
eleven regional colleges
in the South, but is now
ranked 159 in the nation.
With 46 states represented
within Covenant’s student
body, it seems appropriate
for the College to receive
attention in a national category.
“There is a sense that [the
rating] more accurately reflects who we are,”
commented Dr. Hall, Vice
President for Academic Affairs. “If you look at
the colleges in our tier,
tier one, they are colleges
we’d be pleased to be associated with in terms of
reputation and perceived
academic rigor,” explained
Dr. Hall.
According to usnews.com,
rankings are awarded to
liberal arts institutions

the reasoning behind the
original ban and its continued recognition is essentially practical. As a
Reformed institution, the
college does not inherently take issue with the
consumption of alcohol or
tobacco, but the reality is
that around 80 percent of
the student body is under
the age of 21. As Halvorson pointed out, the ban
usually only affects most
student for a few months,
since most turn 21 during
their last year.
“There was a sort of pragmatic decision made at
some point: ‘Let’s ask all
the students to live by the
same standard,’” said Halvorson.
Halvorson compares the
ban on alcohol and tobactell folks of our ranking,”
said Dr. Hall, “but it really
isn’t the central part of our
mission or our message
that goes out.” Although
grateful for the ranking
and shift in category, Dr.
Hall stressed that Covenant College’s ultimate
mission for its student
body and faculty remains
for Christ to be preeminent in all things and to
serve faithfully in their academics, jobs, and church.

when they “emphasize undergraduate education and
award at least half of their
degrees in the liberal arts
fields of study. U.S. News
& World lists are compiled based upon reputation and inputs. Speaking
generally for the college,”
Dr. Hall said, “We’d rather
be ranked on outputs, in
terms of the caliber of students that graduate from
here, connectedness with
churches as they continby Mackenzie Jones
ue on in life, their general
achievements—those who
go to graduate school, and Dr. Dan MacDougall is
folks that are very happy a treasured member of
the Covenant faculty and
with their education.”
overall community of the
Data can’t speak for the college. He has been a
college experience of Professor of Biblical Studcampus environment and ies since 1993 and teachcommunity, but U.S. News es classes like New TestaBest Colleges provides a ment and Hermeneutics.
starting point for the col- Last month, an unexpectlege-seeking student. Ac- ed adversity threatened
cording to usnews.com, his health; however, a refactors included in de- cent visit with him and his
ciding the Best Rankings wife provided assurance
include graduation and that he is swiftly recoverretention rates, under- ing.
graduate academic reputation, faculty resources, On Saturday morning,
student selectivity (admis- August 27, Dr. MacDousions test scores, accep- gall was running along
tance rate), and financial Lula Lake Road when he
resources, just to name a suffered a heart attack
and cardiac arrest. Withfew.
in minutes, Mrs. MacThe new recognition is Dougall, who was out for
exciting for the college a walk, came upon him
because it represents the and tried to initiate CPR.
hard work of students, She was soon relieved by
faculty, and staff, but the a man who was passing
heart of Covenant remains by and then by Lookout
the same. “Certainly, we Mountain policemen and
volunteer firemen. He was

UPDATE ON DR.
MACDOUGALL

co to the college requiring
chapel or class attendance.
At a very basic level, the
ban prevents RAs having
to check IDs when students “come back to campus with alcohol on their
breath.” It also decreases
the likelihood that ofage students are buying
alcohol for under-aged
peers and the frequency
of drunk driving up the
mountain. Additionally, a
ban on alcohol prevents
other serious consequences of an alcohol friendly
student body, such as an
increase in sexual assault
cases.
The ban on tobacco is
also practical, according
to Halvorson, given the
health consequences of
smoking and secondhand
smoke.
Halvorson believes Student Senate would receive
a similar answer today if it
were to approach administration about the topic,
given “the practicalities
and empirical evidence.”
Halvorson does believe
that administration and
Student
Development
would consider the opinion of the student body,
though, if a majority of
students were to voice a
transported to the ICU,
and over the following
two and a half weeks, he
spent time in a local hospital and then at the Siskin
Rehabilitation Hospital.
When asked what they
had learned from this trial, Mrs. MacDougall emphasized God’s provision
throughout the experience. She recounted having no resources or even a
phone the morning of her
husband’s heart attack, yet
God equipped their family
with prompt aid to properly treat Dr. MacDougall.
In fact, the man who first
administered CPR later
told them that he did not
even know how, yet he attempted the process anyway.

desire to overturn the ban.
He cites the uproar over
changes to the meal plan a
couple of years ago as an
example of the College responding to student desire
and organizing.
If administration were to
consider overturning the
ban on alcohol or tobacco, the Board of Trustees
would have to approve it.
The Board has to approve
any major change administration proposes. Halvorson points to a change
made a couple of years to
the “language surrounding sexual conduct and
misconduct,” which the
Board had to approve.
This change was largely
to express administration
and Student Development’s interest in “pastoral care and in restorative
discipline.” This interest
holds across all of the Student Conduct Agreement.
Cases involving the violation of contract are each
handled uniquely according to whether students
express repentance or
confess. Halvorson says,
“Our stance is ‘Okay, you
are clearly repentant and
looking for help, so we’re
going to try to help build
some accountability structure.”
be alone.
We can also find comfort
in the first half of that
verse and “rejoice with
those who rejoice.” Dr.
MacDougall rapidly regained his strength and
“bounced back quickly” as
his wife confirmed. This
past Monday, Oct. 3, he
began cardiac rehab and
will be introduced to new
routines until he is released from medical care.
Moving forward, Dr. MacDougall aims to continue
teaching Bible classes at
Covenant next semester
and, depending upon his
recovery, may even return
this semester. In fact, he
has recently been visiting
his office as he prepares
to integrate back into the
working
environment.
Additionally, Mrs. MacDougall utilized this experience to stress the importance of knowing where
defibrillators are on campus in case unpredictable
situations like this happen
again.

Mrs. MacDougall expressed her inclination to
feel secure when she is in
control of situations, yet
this spontaneous event
was a “humbling lesson” as
she struggled to trust God.
However, she learned (and
is still learning) how to
more fully depend upon
Him and His sovereignty. “These things happen so
unexpectedly. You just
Just as Romans 12:15 never know,” Dr. Macstates, “Weep with those Dougall said.
who weep” (ESV), members of Lookout Mountain However, we as a commuPresbyterian Church and nity can rejoice with the
the Covenant community one thing we always know:
actively offered prayers, God is faithful and is with
sent encouraging e-mails, us in life and in death, as
texts, and cards, and pro- well as through our trials
vided meals to the Mac- and doubt. On behalf of
Dougalls. Mrs. MacDou- Covenant, we continue to
gall said on the first day, extend our prayers and eapastors from their church gerly wait to welcome Dr.
stayed with her at the hos- MacDougall back to campital so she never had to pus.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“[These gentlemen] are
like the Belz, Schmidt, and
Rayburn of New Zealand,”
Wykoff said, referencing
the original founders of
Covenant College.
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the college has taken on
a supporting role towards
both the Pasadena and Indonesia campuses.

“The college offered support in any way we can.
For example, we sent Dr.
Drexler for a year to Indonesia and shared our
curriculum with them,”
“It’s a delight to meet and said Wykoff. “We’ve got
talk about their vision,” branch-campus fatigue.”
Wykoff said again of his
visit. “They’re people who Dr. Cliff Foreman, Enare passionate about Jesus glish professor and faculty
moderator, mentioned the
and quality education.”
previous initiatives, espeWykoff mentioned that cially the Indonesian plan,
one of the men is donating with a similar tone. “Right
his 20-acre farmstead for from the start, there was
the Auckland college. “It’s no consensus and a lot of
filled with rolling hills dissent on the issue. The
and free range chickens,” board was excited, but the
faculty was afraid. And
Wykoff said.
then the board committee
However, the idea of turned sour on the idea
a “Covenant College” too,” Foreman said.
branch campus has been
tried out three times in However, there is now a
protocol included in the
the past 12 years.
current strategic plan to
The most recent was the go about new initiative
proposal for forming a proposals. The new probranch or sister campus tocol will involve faculty
in Tangerang, Indonesia. and various committees
After trying to set up a to be involved in the decimutually beneficial agree- sion-making process.
ment with Yayasan Pelita
Harapan in Indonesia, the For new proposals, the
Lookout Mountain cam- college will form a task
pus resorted to the role of force made up of the
consulting for the forma- cabinet, the director for
tion of what is now called global education, dean of
the International Teachers academic programs, and
appropriate faculty comCollege.
mittees. If the outside
Prior to the Indonesian initiative ask for a study
initiative, there was an ef- abroad program at Covefort to form a branch cam- nant’s Lookout Mountain
pus in St. Louis, Miss., in campus, the task force will
2004, and a merging plan evaluate this possibility.
with Providence Christian
College in Pasadena, Ca- If the formation of a
branch campus is conlif. in 2012.
sidered, the college will
There was no branch cam- primarily assume a conpus as a result of these sulting role. The outside
three efforts, and so far party will visit the Look-

L’ABRI LECTURES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

fully human.” L’Abri takes
this call seriously by making meals a place where
individuals can come with
dignity knowing that the
food and drink has been
prepared specifically for
them.
The College intentionally
planned the lunch, scones,
and desserts which were
provided for the conference attendants in an effort to encourage community and conversation.
Andrew Fellows, a L’Abri
member who was already
at Covenant for the Francis Schaeffer conference,
stayed another day to deliver a lecture on what it
means to be human. In
this lecture, he said, “To
be human is to be made
in the image of God. In
the image of God, humans
uniquely exist in the natural, the cultural, and the
eternal realms. As such,
we are creatures who show
the world God’s face but

who are completely dependent upon him.”
Fellow’s lecture was preceded by Dr. Davis’
“Would Francis Schaeffer Prefer NPR over Fox
News? Resisting Self-Imposed Cultural Blindness.”
Davis’ neatly outlined lecture proved that Schaeffer
would either listen to both
Fox News and NPR or neither. In this he showed
how as Christians we
should seek answers and
truth without compromising God’s Word. All three
lectures are featured on
SoundCloud.
Although these lectures
with the follow-up panel discussion ended at
3:30 p.m., Grace Humbles
(‘13), who helped organize the event, “left at 5:00
p.m. and people were still
there talking. L’Abri is a
place to talk and to learn
together.”

out Mountain campus and ested,” Foreman said.
meet with related personnel and discuss a plan of Foreman is especially exaction.
cited with the possibility
of exchange opportunities
After the task force goes between professors and
through a thorough de- students of both the Lookliberation process, a de- out Mountain and the fucision about the form of ture New Zealand campus.
support will be made. The
task force will involve ap- While the Lookout Mounpropriate committees and tain campus’ labor regroups on campus.
sources have been utilized
in the efforts to collabForeman said that with the orate with sister institunew protocol in place, the tions, so far collaborations
general consensus among had been self-sustainable.
the faculty is that they are The latest Indonesia iniexcited to be a part of the tiative, for example, has
beginning of a new liberal involved a donor who paid
arts college.
for everything—including
“The
committee
will replacement funds for Dr.
hopefully ensure a more Drexler’s absence to Indomutually beneficial agree- nesia and fees for other rement between the college sources used.
and other campuses interOctober 1 event helped
reinstitute this tradition
by uniting the two institutions.
Chaplain Lowe, who became friends with Andrew
Fellows and his colleague
David Illman, said: “I
would love to see Covenant continue to strengthen our relationship with
L’Abri. I think it’s very
feasible, given our complementary visions and
our history with Francis
Schaeffer. As we continue the Francis Schaeffer
Conference on True Spirituality and the L’Abri Lectures, I hope we can build
on an already solid foundation. David Illman also
mentioned his desire to
have Covenant students
visit Christian Heritage in
Cambridge, something I
think could be an interesting element to a program
like our May term in London, or a Break on Impact
trip.”

In the ‘60s, Covenant College hosted conferences
for L’Abri, and Francis The connection between
Schaeffer spoke on the Covenant and L’Abri looks
Covenant campus. The hopeful for the future. For

“We’re not using Lookout
Mountain’s tuition dollars
to fund these collaborations,” Wykoff assured.
Even though the extension does not give Covenant an economic benefit,
exploring possibilities of
expanding the college’s
education fits the college’s mission to “offer the
world biblically grounded
men and women equipped
to live out extraordinary
callings in ordinary places.”
“The world needs more
Covenant College graduates,” Wykoff said. “We
don’t ever want to be
bound by geographical
differences.”

Student Conduct, at Virginia Tech for three years
as a Complex Director in
housing, and at Clemson
for two years as a Resident
Director. He has his PhD
in Educational Leadership
from Clemson University, his MEd in Counselor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Education from Clemson
“I love church,” he said, “I University, and his BS in
say that not to sound holy Computer and Electrical
but to say that is where Engineering from North
our friends are.” He went Carolina State.
on to describe the huge
welcome Lookout Mountain families have offered
to him and Emily.
the present, we do not
know if this conference
will be annual, but the
conversation between our
institutions has begun.

JON WYLIE

5 WORD STORY

He made sure to brag on
Brad Voyles as the best
supervisor he had ever
worked under, “He points
me to Jesus and doesn’t
micromanage.”
He also mentioned how
much he loves Chartwells:
“I think Covenant dining
is the best food I’ve ever
had on a college campus.”
Before moving to China,
Wylie worked at Clemson
University for four years
as an Associate Director in

Small boy
takes big
step.

SPORTS
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FROM FRESHMEN TO SENIORS,
LADY SCOTS DOMINATE
by Lydia Berglar
Could you hear the distant roar that rose from
Scotland Yard throughout September? That was
the sound of Covenant
students cheering as the
Lady Scots won their first
home game, then earned a
Homecoming victory, and
continued to score wins
all across the South East.
Covenant soccer is in full
swing, and the women’s
team is in the midst of an
impressive season. As of
October 3, their overall
record is eight wins with
only two losses. Out of
seven conference games,
the team has won six,
and hopes for leading the
conference are high. Under the coaching of Mark
Duble, Anne Charlotte
Hooper, Allen Duble, and
Gene Ezell, this year’s
team thrives. From freshman to seniors, the Lady
Scots continue to work
hard for their success.

ning streak. The streak
continued until losing to
Maryville on September
28. The Lady Scots faced
Wesleyan and Agnes Scott
soon after and prevailed
against both schools.
Coming up this weekend
on Friday October 7, the
team plays Huntingdon,
and on the 8th they play
LaGrange.
Having already played
every team in the conference, prospects are looking good for winning the
conference. According to
first year assistant coach
Anne Charlotte Hooper,
it’s been a long time coming for the girls to come
away with a conference
championship, and their
hard work is paying off.

Hosting the USA South
Tournament is a goal
that the team is working
towards. Five out of the
seven games left in the
regular season are home
games, and with only one
conference loss so far, the
Covenant started out team is looking forward
with a loss to Berry, but to rematches against the
quickly came back with a teams that they have alwin against Sewanee that ready beat.
led into a six game win-

THE ICON THAT WAS
JOSE FERNANDEZ
by Stephen Kegley

in God y’all might as well
start. I ain’t ever hit a ball
The baseball community that far, even in BP. We
was devastated last week had some help.”
after the sudden death of
Marlins ace pitcher Jose With these heartfelt posts
Fernandez, but to say that from those outside of
just the baseball commu- baseball, along with the
nity was devastated would supernatural events that
be a major understate- followed his death it is
ment. All the posts and clear that Fernandez’s will
tweets about Fernandez be someone who will not
coming from outside the soon be forgotten. He was
baseball world makes it an icon, and his life will
clear that his death was forever be remembered.
felt by more than just
those who play baseball.
But why is this? What
made Fernandez so difTweets from celebrities ferent from other players?
like Lil Wayne, a moment Yes, he was on the way to
of silence from the Miami being one of the greatest
Dolphins, and memori- pitchers of our generaal stickers on University tion if not ever, but there’s
of Miami football players more to his story.
helmets all prove that Fernandez’s death was bigger Fernandez was born in
than baseball.
Santa Clara, Cuba. In
2005 Jose’s father defectThe events that followed ed to Florida, and after
his death seemed to add three failed attempts, Jose
to the icon that was Jose finally defected to Florida
Fernandez as well. It was three years later in 2008.
like the hand of God was The story goes that during
touching those who were the final attempt to defect,
closest to him. Dee Gor- Jose’s mother fell off the
don’s home run, along boat, and he jumped in to
with Aledmys Dias’ grand save her. Stories like these
slam are stories that will made Fernandez have a
be told for years down the near superhero quality to
road. Gordon even stated his life.
after the game, “I told the
boys, if y’all don’t believe After a dominating career

Covenant ended last year’s
season with ten wins, five
losses, and a tied game,
losing three conference
games. This year they aim
for an even better record.

run the midfield. Savanna
Cingilli and Anna Porch
dominate as forwards, and
Jordan Brett backs sophomore Rachel Lemay as the
second-string goalkeeper.

Senior leadership on the
team is a key part of Covenant’s promising season. Additionally, strong
freshman talent helps
boost the team, especially after losing last year’s
seniors. Assistant Coach
Hooper spoke proudly of
Gabby Powell and Kaitlyn
Winking, the team captains. These two, among
the other seniors, provide
strong leadership, guiding
the team towards victory.
Andrea Roylston, Natalie
Smith, and Kaitlyn Winking build a solid wall of
defense, while Summer
Bader and Gabby Powell

After losing last year’s seniors, it was important
for this year’s freshmen
to jump in and contribute
this season. Lizzie Hightower, playing midfield,
scored goal after goal for
the Scots before she was
injured. Though her injury is a blow to the team, the
other freshmen fill out the
roster and are certain to
rise to the occasion. Ashlyn Franks, Abby Gienapp,
Riley Battenfield, and
Anna Robertson fill out
this year’s roster, along
with the other returning
players whose roles are
equally important.

in highschool Fernandez
was drafted in 2011 to the
Florida Marlins and was
called up to the majors
in 2013—he never looked
back. Year after year, Jose
put up dominating numbers. For example, in his
short four-year career he
had 76 total wins, a 2.58
ERA, and 589 strikeouts,
which benefited from a 96
MPH fastball. It was clear
that Fernandez was on the
way to being one of the
best pitchers of our time.

Fernandez failed to defect
to the US three times, and
after each failed attempt
he went to jail. Once he finally made it to the US, he
had trouble being eligible
to play high school baseball. The Florida High
School Athletic Association ruled that he was ineligible to play his senior
year, but after a successful
appeal he was able to continue to pursue the game
he loved.

Finally, Fernandez overcame adversity during his
professional career. He
underwent Tommy John
surgery during the 2014
season, but bounced back
Being a superstar in base- from that as well.
ball is one thing, but Fernandez was more than Getting through adversijust a baseball superstar. ty is a quality that many
There are two qualities of young people growing up
Fernandez that made him can look at and admire,
the icon that he was. The but that was not the only
first is the adversity that quality that made Fernanhe pushed through.
dez so special. The other
quality about Fernandez is
Even then great stats aren’t what made Fernandes
such an icon, there was a
personality to this story.

All of the girls have
worked hard to get where
they are, and they deserve
the success that they have
achieved. Under the careful guidance of Coach
Duble and his staff, the
team is prepared to put
forth the effort needed
for the rest of the season.
Dynamic leadership from
senior players is key to
the team’s success, and
the freshman continue to
rise to the standards set by
their older teammates.
With high ambitions, Covenant enters into a string
of home games. Head
down to Scotland Yard
for exciting matches this
promising October, and
cheer as the Lady Scots
aim for a conference win.
passion for what he loved,
and that was baseball.
Current Covenant College catcher Alex Kerr can
attest to the passion Fernandez had for the game
of baseball. Kerr played
against Fernandez in high
school. He explained, “Everything the media is saying about how passionate,
and excited he was about
the game of baseball is
true. He always had a
smile on his face whenever he was on the field.”
These qualities are just
some that make Fernandez the icon that he was.
Not only will Fernandez
go down as one of the
greatest pitchers to have
ever lived, but he will also
be remembered as an important figure in sports
history. His story will be
one that young Americans, especially young
Cuban Americans, will be
able to look up to for years
to come.

ARTS
THE ABSURD IN THE
ORDINARY: A REVIEW
OF THE BALD SOPRANO
by Anna Smith
This past Friday night,
students, faculty, and
Chattanooga residents arrived at Sanderson 215 for
the opening night of the
Covenant College Theatre
Department’s The Bald
Soprano, written by Eugène Ionesco and directed by Prof. Camille Hallstrom.
Despite first glance at the
title, none of the characters are bald. And you
will be disappointed if
you expect to see a soprano. In fact, the show focuses on two couples, the
Smiths and the Martins,
and follows their humorous banter and senseless
story-telling. With a rath-

BASTILLE,
WILD WORLD
REVIEW
by Matthew Gidney
In 2013, British alternative band Bastille dropped
their debut album (that’s
right, it’s already been
three whole years since
then), earning them explosive popularity and
success. The album peaked at #1 in the band’s
home country and #11 in
the US, with the smash hit
single “Pompeii” hitting
#5 on the US Billboard.
Bad Blood was an exceptionally well-produced alternative pop, indie-rock
album drawing thematically from Roman history and Greek mythology
among other unorthodox
sources, making it a truly
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er Lewis Carroll flair, the
show mocks British propriety and culture as the
characters become heated over discussions of no
importance, like whether
a person must ring the
doorbell for the doorbell
to sound. Surprisingly the
title merely comes from
the non sequitur: “The
bald soprano always wears
her hair in the same style.”
“I’d never heard of The
Bald Soprano prior to Covenant’s press release but
I decided to not read any
additional commentary or
synopsis, so as to go with
an open mind,” said Covenant College ‘96 alumna,
Dory George. “The use of
angles and borders in the
set design and costumes
matched the dialogue. Everything was very ‘definite––the precision of the
needlework, the opinions
of the characters, the edges of the furniture––there
was hardly anything in the
room with a curve or any
subtlety to it.”

The one-act show only
required a single set: the
living room of the Smith’s
home, consisting of a coffee table and chairs. These
props would typically have
established the aura of the
modest British home in
the post-WWII suburbs of
London, yet when accompanied by the postmodern
walls and large asymmetrical clock, they presented
the irony of the absurd in
the ordinary. For the audience, it was occasionally
confusing when the clock
hands would turn both
clockwise and counterclockwise, yet it all added
to the absurdist style of
the show.
The director’s notes provided the perfect preparation the audience needs
to appreciate the show’s
humor and plot, revealing that Frenchman Eugène Ionesco wrote the
play while learning the
English language. George
also noted that, “The most
useful item in the director’s notes was the refer-

memorable release.
So how does Bastille follow-up a debut like that?
How about with a massively long concept album
which acutely sums up
what young people all over
the western world have
been doing for years now,
perhaps without even realizing they were doing it?
Bastille’s sophomore album, Wild World, centers around a theme that
is fleshed out in different
ways throughout the album’s long 19 track lineup,
but is all brought together
by its lyrical centerpiece,
“Warmth:” The world we
live in today seems so
messed up, so full of madness and horror. It seems
every other news headline speaks of something
just too terrible to think
about. We watch the Presidential debates and can
do nothing but shake our
heads, and it’s hard not
to feel overwhelmed and

ence to Ionesco’s language
lessons—that what we
say and hear is complete
nonsense when devoid
of meaning. As an ESOL
teacher, I noticed the progression of the dialogue
from simple sentences about food (basic) to
lengthy descriptions of familial relationships (intermediate) to outbursts of
famous names (advanced
/ cultural literacy level).”

isolated, less prominent
scenes in the script.

“It was an engaging play.
Even in the pauses or silent moments there was
still something hilarious
happening,” said Covenant student Avery Drury.
“The energy from the performers made the show . .
. I’m not gonna lie, there
were a few times where
I was not sure what was
happening but I think the
Furthermore, each actor play was not supposed
delicately crafted his or to be completely underher character with dom- stood.”
inant personalities. Accents were intentionally It did not take long for the
extreme as part of the hu- audience to become fully
mor, although some were engrossed in a play that
occasionally difficult to defies basic principles of
understand or did not fit structure, logical flow,
in the context of southern and narrative progression.
London. Nevertheless, the Underneath its nonsense,
actors consistently carried there was more nonsense.
their characters’ personal- Peel back that layer and
ity, gestures, postures, and you find even more nonquirks. The prominent use sense. Yet, if you peel back
of elaborate facial expres- enough, you just might
sions, play on words, and discover the wisdom and
timing animated the stage, beauty beneath it all.
and large gestures and
movements made up for

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“Your dog can feel pain if you spank it. Spank
that dog!”
-Dr. Dennison

frightened of this scary
“wild” world that we find
ourselves inheriting. In
an age where technology
and entertainment have
become so accessible and
powerful, it has become
easy for us to simply hide
away and try to distract
ourselves.

with this reality he finds,
he pleads for warmth and
distraction saying, “Hold
both hands right over my
eyes” and “Deafen me
with music.” In the chorus
he speaks of these distractions in terms of a warm
embrace, an interesting
analogy in my opinion.
Truly, that is how so many
“Never good just the bad of us treat technology and
and ugly \ laid in front of enter t ai n ment — a l mo st
you \ Nothing quite like like a safety blanket for a
seeing the world through toddler.
the TV’s window \ feeling
helpless I look for dis- I think one has to appretraction,” frontman Dan ciate a band like Bastille
Smith laments, “I can’t for accurately summing
stop thinking about it \ up the overwhelming and
Did you see the news to- frankly frightening state
night?”
Overwhelmed of so many young (and old,
I’m sure) people’s minds.
They do a remarkable job
of creating an atmosphere
through their music. The
album sounds a lot like
a big mashup of Imagine
Dragons and Mumford
and Sons, with a little bit
of Walk the Moon tossed
in there just for fun. I enjoy the way they manage
to pack their songs full of
emotion with a very epic
flare, much like their first
album. There is something almost cinematic
and grand in the way the
album plays out—–much
like Imagine Dragons and
Mumford.
Also like the last album,
Bastille works in some
cool references to literary and historical sources. Shakespeare’s Othello
seems to be the inspiration for one of the major

standout tracks, “Send
Them Off !” and probably
the most obvious example
of their literary lyricism.
Though many of their
songs follow a very similar
pattern, nearly every song
manages to bring a little
something unique and
interesting to the table—
which is remarkable considering the album’s massive length. Though there
are a few songs that fail to
leave much of an impression, these songs are rare.
Most of the tracks manage
to be musically catchy and
lyrically compelling, especially the haunting and
thought-provoking song
on capital punishment,
“Four Walls (The Ballad
of Perry Smith).”
Other standouts on the album definitely include the
first song,“Good Grief ”,
a catchy and fun opening
track dealing with heartbreak. “Campus” also deserves mention because
it tells of college students
and their reconciling to
culture.
All things said, Wild
World is a solid alternative pop album. Even if
their sound isn’t your cup
of tea, I think you should
be able to appreciate their
talent on display in this album. If Bastille continues
on their current trajectory, I think we can expect
to see good things from
these Brits in the coming
years.

ARTS
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AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF HISTORY AND CULTURE
by Autumn King
On September 24, 2016,
the Smithsonian opened
up the National Museum of African American
History and Culture. After thirteen years of hard
work and planning, on
the corner of Constitution
Avenue and 14th street
in the National Mall, the
museum’s beautiful architecture, designed by Ghanaian British architect David Adjaye, stands unique
amongst the more classical designs of the current
architecture.
The initial shape of the
building is inspired by the
three-tiered crowns used
in Yoruban art from West
Africa. Other elements of
the architecture are influenced by traditional
Greco-Roman style. The
combined elements are to

SHEPHERDS
WHO DEAL
IN LEAD
by Roy Uptain
Let me tell you a story.

illustrate the unique blend
of African American history and culture.
Many influential people
came to dedicate the museum, among them musicians, politicians and
intellectuals,
including
President Obama, musicians Stevie Wonder and
Patti LaBelle, and civil
rights leader, Congressman John Lewis (D-Ga.).
Wonder revealed a powerful testimony before his
performance: “This cannot go on, all of it any of
it. It just can’t go on all of
the back and forth the hatred . . . It can’t go on.” His
speech did not despair,
however: “As you climb
the stairs of this magnificent testament, as you
visit the story of a people
of a country of a spirit
remember our strength
ular ethnic cocktail. The
band is made up of a black
peace officer named Chislom (Denzel Washington),
a rascally gambler with a
heart of gold named Faraday (Chris Pratt), an
ex-Confederate
sharpshooter nicknamed Goodnight (Ethan Hawke), a
Japanese ronin in chaps
who is equally good with
guns or knives named
Billy Rocks (Byung-hun
Lee), a pious mountain
man named Jack Horne
(Vincent D’Onofrio), a
Mexican outlaw named
Vasquez (Manuel Garcia-Rulfo), and a Comanche Indian named Red
Harvest (Martin Sensmeier). The only one who
doesn’t clearly represent a
repressed minority is Faraday.

There is a little village of
farmers in a fertile valley
at the foot of a beautiful
blue and green mountain
that rises up toward the
sun. One day, a powerful
man who wants the valley
for himself comes along.
He oppresses the villagers and sets himself up as
their new ruler; they send
a messenger to find good
men who will come, fight
for them, and save them
Chris Pratt plays his charfrom the new tyrant.
acter well even if he seems
The story isn’t a new one. to have just stepped off
It certainly had been of the set of Guardians of
around for a long time— the Galaxy, stopping only
even before John Sturges long enough in transition
directed the first Magnif- to change his space mask
icent Seven movie back in and raygun for a cowboy
1960. But, just because a hat and revolver. It is just a
plot is old doesn’t mean it surprise that Fuqua didn’t
can’t be used by an artful cast him as a one-legged
director to speak a power- homosexual Eskimo just
ful prophetic message to to make sure he gave eva new audience in a new eryone equal representacultural context. That is tion.
what Antoine Fuqua set
out to do with his 2016 re- Fuqua didn’t get that obmake of The Magnificent vious, but the message of
cultural and ethnic diverSeven.
sity still comes through
The seven virtuous gun- loud and clear, and there’s
slingers that Fuqua brings nothing wrong with that.
together to topple the However, the obstacle that
reign of bloodthirsty keeps this film from beBogue and return the vil- ing one of the best films
lage of Rose Creek to its of the year is how Fuqua
original settlers are a reg- frames the discussion of
racial diversity. For all the

remember our courage.
Know that we must come
together.”
Obama also attended
as the keynote speaker.
Of the auspicious event,
Obama said, “Too often, we ignored or forgot
the stories of millions of
others who built this nation just as surely, whose
humble eloquence, whose
calloused hands, whose
steady drive helped to create cities, erect industries,
build the arsenals of democracy.”
Those words have never
rang more true than they
have today with the recent police shootings of
members of the seven to
work together, they would
have to all agree on what
the greater good ought to
be. But, different cultures
answer that question quite
differently. Fuqua seems
to ignore the worldview
differences of the main
characters,
particularly
Red Harvest, by assuming they all share the same
Judeo-Christian
ethic,
symbolically represented
throughout the film by
a church building at the
center of Rose Creek.
The message of the film
is laudable at first look,
but doesn’t hold up under closer scrutiny. Fuqua
tries to paint a picture of
cultural cooperation but
ends up blurring cultural
distinctives and revealing
his characters as predictable, though still likable,
stereotypes.
However, Christian viewers who believe that at
some point in the future,
all people, regardless of
their cultural and ethnic
backgrounds, will share
and obey the same moral
law, may be able to redeem
the utopian aspects of the
film and see it as a hopeful projection of what the
world ought to be like.

THE GRAY
HAVENS
by Anna Smith
The Gray Havens, husband
and wife duo Dave and
Licia Radford, charmed
Covenant students with
their winning personalities and self-described
“narrative folk-pop” on
Tuesday, September 27 as
part of the Francis Schaef-

al Museum of African
American History and
Culture, said Lewis (DGa.). “I tell you I feel like
singing the song by Haley
Jackson song at the march
on Washington over fifty
years ago, How We Got
Over. There were some
who said it couldn’t happen, who said you can’t do
African American men in it, but we did, we did it.”
Charlotte, Baton Rouge,
and St. Louis.
Other exhibits include: “A
Century in the Making,”
The museum has a variety “A Changing America,”
of exhibits including “Cul- “Defending Freedom/Detural Expressions,” “Mak- fining Freedom,” “Douing a Way Out of No Way,” ble Victory,” “Everyday
and “Musical Crossroads Beauty,” “Making a Way
and Others” with many Out of No Way,” “Power of
notable pieces including Place,” “Slavery and Freea slave auction block— dom,” “Sports,” “Taking
mentioned in Obama’s the Stage,” “Through the
dedication speech—and African American Lens”,
the dress that Rosa Parks and “Visual Art and the
made after she refused to American Experience.”
give up her seat on a fateful day in Montgomery, This historical monument
Ala.
will last for years to come
as a monument to the
“As long as there is a Unit- African Americans who
ed States of America, now, built our country, making
there will be a Nation- it what it is today.
fer Conference on True
Spirituality.

it didn’t detract from the
fullness of his sound.

“Dave likes to write stories,” said the couple when
explaining the “narrative”
aspect of their lyrics. “And
we love the power that
story has.”

The Gray Havens then
took the stage with three
back up band members
and nine Covenant strings
players playing violin, cello, and viola. Their stop
at Covenant is part of a
tour of Christian colleges
where they incorporate
the music department
from each college. The
band played the entirety of
their newest album Ghost
of a King, plus a few older
songs. The show’s effects
like colored lighting and
a smoke machine evoked
the “creepy-epic” vibe that
Dave jokingly described
in chapel.

The Gray Havens first
played as a duo in chapel and then played a longer concert with a bigger
band in the evening. Their
chapel performance was a
low-key affair: a strippeddown, smaller-scale version of their sound, with
far fewer instruments.
Dave and Licia themselves were appealing to
the audience, with loving
glances to each other and
casual interactions with
the audience. Afterwards,
I heard several girls in the
audience say, “I want to be
Licia when I grow up!”
Singer-songwriter Ryan
Corn opened the evening
concert. A worship pastor, Corn’s lyrics exhibit a Christian sensibility.
He played several songs
from his newest project,
The Pressure: Bootleg
EP, only available in hard
copy. Corn clearly cares
about the lyrics he writes;
he said that “Enemy” was
inspired by and will be
featured in the upcoming
film I’m Not Ashamed, a
drama about Rachel Scott,
the first student killed in
the 1999 Columbine High
School shooting.
“Very First Time” is celebratory: “Now there’s
a joy/ Some kind of joy
that lives inside of me.”
His music features catchy
beats and a wide vocal
range—Corn hits the high
notes with ease. Though
in this performance he
accompanied
himself
only with electric guitar
and minimal percussion,

Within the narrative folkpop label, Gray Havens
presents a lot of variety.
“Ghost of a King,” the title track of The Gray Havens’s newest album, has
a haunting and ethereal
sound, whereas “Stole My
Fame (To Grace)” is one of
the more bouncy, pop-like
songs with a toe-tapping
rhythm.
The Gray Havens takes
its name from the Lord of
the Rings trilogy, but their
lyrics are also reminiscent
of C. S. Lewis’s Chronicles
of Narnia in that they tell
biblical stories without
explicitly using the name
of Jesus. “Train Station”
particularly exemplifies
this, presenting the story
of a train conductor who
shouts, “I’ll buy your tickets and I’ll pay your fees,”
who is nailed to the tracks
“so he’ll never come back”
but comes back anyway.
The show was a insightful
introduction to the Gray
Havens’ music, particularly with of the inclusion of
the friends and classmates
who played the strings.
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CHILD CONTEXTUALIZATION

general of the scriptures
in an incredible way which
many would call a literary
A RESPONSE TO “ON CHRISTIANITY AND CHILDREN’S BIBLES” work of art just as Overos
said the full Bible was.
by Margaret Duncan
of the same principles
for contextualizing of the Contextualization must
The main problem with Gospel to different cultur- also be culturally specific.
Overos’ article on chil- al contexts can be applied I would agree that “it isn’t
dren’s Bibles is the as- to adapting the Bible to a fair to just tell kids what
sumption that children’s way in which children can happened and hope they
Bibles claim to be scrip- understand and grow.
understand,” as he said. I
ture when they are actuwould also hope that no
ally an entirely separate Contextualization must church would do that to
category.
be rooted in scripture. I anyone regardless of age.
was frustrated by Overos’ Have you ever attended a
Children’s Bibles are an implying that children’s church service where they
attempt at contextualiza- Bibles “dumb down” the read scripture without any
tion of the gospel in a way Bible to a point where sort of discussion or comthat will reach children on they lose “the larger theo- mentary by a preacher? I
their level. There are many logical point” and become haven’t. Even on the adult
different children’s Bibles simply “entertainment.” level we still have those
just as there are many dif- Of course children’s Bibles who explain the Word to
ferent full English trans- need to be theologically us. Children simply need
lations of the Bible. With sound as he implied, and a bit more explanation.
that variety comes varying as stated before, you will
levels of quality, just as have varying levels of suc- We must also help them
with other translations.
cess in this goal with dif- see the larger story of the
ferent authors.
Bible. Overos asks, “How
In multiple of Dr. Ward’s
do we teach children those
mission classes, he dis- I agree that some chil- stories which are vulcusses the need for and dren’s Bibles have become gar, violent, and confuschallenges of contextual- a collection of good sto- ing?” He says, “you don’t.”
ization of the Gospel for ries with a moral for being I think we would both
a particular people group. good. But I think it very agree that there needs to
In my ten years of volun- wrong to say all children’s be discernment in how we
teer and vocational chil- Bibles fall into this pat- teach the tougher stories
dren’s ministry, I have tern. I have read multiple to kids. But, I would say
learned to see children as children’s Bibles which that children’s Bibles are
a people group who need tied every story into the a beautiful way for kids to
the Gospel story present- grander story of Christ understand the big picture
ed in very different ways in a way which gave me of the Bible and how the
than adults and teens.
a greater appreciation for smaller parts fit in so that,
the Gospel than I ever as they are older and more
The difference in lan- could have gotten trying mature, they are able to
guage, education, and to read the “real Bible.”
learn more and more unmaturity do present many
til they are ready to put in
challenges in presenting Many Biblical scholars the more confusing stothe Gospel to children in work to write children’s ries. When they are ready,
a way that results in true Bibles that are extremely they can read the “vulgar
faith in Christ and a re- theologically sound and and violent” stories but
sulting changed life. Many demonstrate the varying see where they fit into the

YOUR RA
IS NOT A
“DEMIGOD”
by Stephen Bankson
If someone had told me
during my freshman year,
or even most of my sophomore year, that I was going
to be RA of the Catacombs
my junior and senior year,
I’d probably think they
were crazy. Back then, I
viewed RA’s as almost celebrities on campus, as
if they were some sort of
“student plus,” somehow
inherently “better” than
just the average student I
was back then.

I didn’t really consider applying for RA until
very close to the application deadline my sophomore year because I just
didn’t think I had what it
took. But after being enI don’t think I’m the only couraged by several hallperson to feel this way mates to apply, and a lot of
about RA’s at Covenant. prayer, I finally did.
I remember hearing my
older brother Andrew Here I am now, a senior
when he was still a student and second year RA and I
here, talking to my par- just want to say, your RA
ents when he was home is not a demigod. This is
for break about possibly not to say the RA is not
being an RA. My parents important to each hall or
thought he would make that we don’t deserve your
a good RA, but he didn’t respect, but we are honwant to go for it because, estly just normal people
“RA’s are treated like with the same, busy, crazy
demigods at Covenant.” lives of every other college
This was an idea that stuck student.
with me for a while after
I think especially as an
hearing him say it.
underclassman, it can be

bigger picture.
Finally, contextualization
must be relational. Parents are the main source
of spiritual discipleship
for their children. Sunday school, and church as
a whole, act as a resource
for parents to help equip
them for that task. Teachers and mentors also must
enter into relationships
with their students if they
are going to accurately
influence them on a contextualized level they can
understand. As those relationships progress in time,
they help the children mature into teens and adults
and slowly grow in their
understanding on the Bible as a whole.

them the good parts of
the Bible that end happily with a quick applicable
moral. This means that
we, as teachers and mentors for kids, must learn
the beauty and joy of the
Gospel and learn to paint
that beauty in a way kids
can see it and desire to
have it.

A full appreciation of the
Gospel requires a broad
understanding of the
whole Bible. Children’s
Bibles serve as a great resource for children and
adults alike to achieve this
understanding. If we, as
adults, learned to see the
fairytale of the great prince
coming to rescue his bride
from the prince of darkness we would grow in our
Kids need the Bible in love and appreciation for
a way they can under- the prince thus kindling a
stand and take joy in. This fire to seek him more than
doesn’t mean we only tell ever before.
perfect.

There are many instances I can look back at last
year, and even this year,
where I know I’ve done
what is easy or most appealing to me, instead of
what’s best for the hall. By
no means am I saying this
is okay, but just that RA’s
are humans too and have
failures and shortcomings
like everyone else. For this
same reason, an RA is not
and should not be the only
leader on the hall. As an
easy to view your RA as RA, I am a leader on the
some sort of “demigod” Catacombs, but there are
because they’re older than many other guys on the
you, they are the “official” hall who are great leaders
leader of the hall, and as well, and I value their
they’re one of the first fac- input and initiative in hall
es you see when you come happenings.
to Covenant. For these
reasons and others, it can I’m not trying to say don’t
be easy to place an RA on love or respect your RA,
some sort of pedestal as if I’m just saying that we’re
they always know what to not that much different
do and always make the from everybody else. Remember that your RA is
best decisions.
a person just like you.
Hear it from a second year Personally, I want my
RA that this just isn’t true. hallmates to see me as a
Granted, RA’s have been friend, first and foremost,
chosen by the adminis- but a friend who also haptration through several pens to have a bit more
stages of application and responsibility regarding
interview, so I guess we hall life. I’m definitely no
have some quality that demigod, and I deserve
makes us fit for our job. being elevated or worWhat I’m trying to say is shipped just as much as
that—shocker—we aren’t the Catacombs’ urinal.
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bono performance for pro
bono. A voice projected
over a loudspeaker: “ReAn opinionated note written by a Pretentious Previewer move your Sneakers and
step up!” What followed I
Found in Between the saged my girl and you’d cannot even begin to deCouch Cushions in 2nd think with wi-fi on the scribe. I could only watch
Lobby
mountain the message and imbibe the contrived
would send, but alas it performance in all its naIt has gone too far, too far! did not. It read as follows: ked glory. In the words of
I wanted to treat my high “trust the Catacombs, not” girls back home, “I can’t
school sweetheart to a (I thought wording it like even.”
college hunt conversation Yoda would fool the comover peach pie to make mon decoda. You know Beside me a girl simultaneously laughed and cried
pinky promises about the duh!).
and tried to run away
letters we’d send by the end
of spring. Ring by spring, The sun rained down il- from me. As a bigwig
I hoped it would foreshad- luminating the skin of fresh from a hole he did
ow. Ring by spring . . .
my Scottish kin, looking dig, himself, from the not
as pale as my eyes felt ad- so distant border did land
When I say ring by spring justing to the light. When on the hill and as he did
untrammeled,
I did not expect what the they did, quite a fright proceed,
across
the
metaphorifollowing fall morning ensued. Chaco wearing
cal
threshold
of
timeless
would bring. To my cha- crowds dressed in the
friendship.
(A
ship
that is
grin, and, an awfully sup- recycled styles of Yoko
unsinkable
in
my
limited
portive 3C girls’ grin the Ono and Bono. These all
episode did begin. I mes- too mildly obscured a no experience warming the
bench of my high school

sail team.) Therefore, an
announcement came from
the same voice speaker
unspeakable, and I hope
at a college like this, the
cheer was only from the
queerly inquisitive bunch
officiating the scene.

#WILDYOUTH

from tacos!” But, I actually
don’t think my bad luck
with hip Mexican restaurants is the issue here. I
think it has a lot to do with
the fact that I am young,
and people are less likely
to respect us millennials
due to our typically empty
bank accounts and notoriously bad attitudes.
Having worked in the food
industry, I fully understand
the dread that comes with
seating a table of teenagers,
but still, even angsty teens
deserve respect.

Peach Pie and Pinky Promises:

Welcome to the
Future, Don’t Mind
the Moldy Cats
by Karis Warren
One thing that didn’t quite
register as I stepped out
of my family’s run down
minivan on Move-In Day
was how much my life was
changing. Now don’t worry, this isn’t going to be a
story about how we need
to appreciate life more,
I think we had enough
of that in high school to
last two lifetimes. No,
the cynic in me is much
more inclined to write
about the absolute terror I
faced the few weeks after
my converse-clad feet hit
Mac circle.			
Within two weeks I had
been forced to talk to
more people than I had in
the entire past year (yes,
it was horrifying); I had
walked from Shadowlands
to Mac alone, in the dark,
while every Walmart bag
I was holding decided it
would be fun to stop carrying my purchases and
rip instead. To top it all
off, I had moved more
than twenty dead moldy
cats from the Biology Lab
closet to the mailroom
to be shipped to a place
much better equipped to
handle such a situation,
than I.
			
All these events, and many
more, led me to beg the
question: is this really it? Is
this all there is? Scary new
encounters, uncertainty,
and obligation?
I quickly realized that it
didn’t matter how much
I studied or how many
times I tried to organize
myself, I would still forget
about the Chemistry quiz
on Friday, and, even if I
had known about it, I have
no idea where I would
find the time to study
for it. I learned to console myself with Billy Joel

while mourning the day
the dreaded quiz would
inevitably show up in my
mailbox as I walked over
to Mills for more adventures with formaldehyde.
			
At the risk of sounding
completely cliche, all of
these nightmares were
necessary. No one has
ever gotten anywhere by
being comfortable. I had
been consumed by the
overwhelming nature of
my predicament, when
I should have been consumed by the hope that
Jesus provides. Consumed
by the beauty of the Overlook at six a.m. when most
out there are still sleeping,
and by the kind, smart
and beautiful people surrounding me who are always willing to talk over
curly fries—people who,
somehow, I didn’t even
know a month ago.
			
You see, the thing that I
so often forget is that my
heart will always be restless until I rest in Him.
By grace, I have been
blessed to live in a community with fellow believers, in a place where
Christ is preeminent: He
is supreme over your close
call with the campus golf
carts, over being late on
your first day, even over
time standing still in your
PE class. And he really is
working everything out
for the good of those who
love him.

by Olivia Kinnebrew
In our society, youth is
something that is held onto
for dear life, as societal
elite like the Kardashians
fill their faces in hopes of
ridding themselves of any
signs of aging. However, I
have recently recognized
there is a plight of youth:
with youth comes the
challenge of gaining respect from those who view
us—“youths”—as no more
than technology-obsessed
heathens with bad attitudes.

The cheers resonated with
the crowd as our newest
member paraded proud
and newly shrouded to the
greatest of halls and shaded ever so slightly by the
tower. Questions fluttered
through the crowd, “has
Charlie ever worn a shirt?”
and “When will Elliot realize he’s not Drake in that
jacket?” For heaven’s sake!
These people kind of really take this seriously!

As for my girl, she never
got the message! Never
text message advice for
the ages, because even in
this day and age, wifi can
change the words on the
page of a love story. That
happened to me. I last
glimpsed my girl trolling
The Catacombs have gone the Catacombs table with
too big! If the medium is a capital “C”—with honthe message, they need eycombs for her honeyto find a new gig. They combs.

This issue of being looked
down upon because of
age goes beyond the food
A few weeks ago, I went
industry, unfortunately. A
to Taco Mamacita’s, a cool
few weeks ago, when Dr.
Tex-Mex restaurant on the
Rosalie de Rosset came to
North Shore, in search of
talk to us about technology
tasty nachos with some of
and how it’s running our
my friends. When we were
lives, I felt disrespected as
finally seated, they put us
an adult. I know I am not
in the direct sunlight, while
alone in this because I have
other spots were clearly
talked to many of my peers
open. Why would you think
who have expressed similar
that putting people in an
concerns. There she was,
extremely sunny spot on
standing on her soap box,
a hot day to eat hot food
talking down to us like she
would be a good idea? Also,
had this revolutionary idea
why was anybody over
about technology being an
the age of 25 being seated
idol that us non-thinking
inside? I’m not trying to be
millennials had failed to
petty, but I felt disrespected.
recognize.
I had another experience
like this at a Mexican street
food restaurant down in
Florida. My sister and I had
gone there several times
with my aunt and had
always gotten great service.
However, the one time my
sister and I went there by
ourselves, we actually had
to ask another server to
bring us chips and silverware when our waiter treated us like an inconvenience.

Even the poor cats, in all
their awfulness, were a
bit of grace, a stepping
stone to getting to know
my amazing work study
partners better. You may
never have to see a moldy
cat in your lifetime, and I
pray to God you won’t, but
if you do or if something
comes along this semester
or in the rest of your life
that leaves you desperately
wanting to run back into
the confines of your cozy
old minivan, remember
that it too will pass. Christ I know what you’re thinkis still at work.
ing: “Girl, just stay away

may maintain their wholly matrimony as they give
their cata-lives with cata-wives, and no money,
but I’d be zealous to deny
that I’m jealous. I’m super
disappointed that such
a conservative Christian
campus would say that’s
okay! Yes, they chased me
with their crazy pranks
and menacing golden lion
to pursue my MR degree
at Bryan.

I think that the idea of unplugging and going outside
is a wonderful idea. However, this tirade about how
we should completely shut
off communication with the
outside world is ridiculous.
We are very aware of the
presence of technology and
of the benefits and deficits
that come with it. Sure, we
should attempt to make
more conversation with one
another, but this is Covenant College, where it is
often difficult to find a table
in the Great Hall because so

many are half-filled tables
with people attempting
intentional conversations
with one another. We do
that already.
I do think that this is a
good topic—technology as
an idol—but I think that
there is a more respectful,
less degrading way to go
about it. Since then, I have
seen this conversation be
redeemed. In Dr. Halvorson’s Christ and Culture
lecture, he encouraged
conversation, addressing
the issue as one for all ages,
not just for us bumbling
millennials.
Being in the classroom at
Covenant, I typically feel
that I have a voice and that
I am an adult. It is the type
environment that a young
adult student desires. It is
unnecessary for us to be
told that we can’t handle the
responsibilities of owning
technology. We don’t want
to be forced into moral
dilemmas because we want
to go to our friends engagement party and skip a
“mandatory” meeting.
So where does this leave us,
as youths undermined by
those we are told we should
respect? I suggest that we
voice our concerns to those
older than us. They may not
listen or respect our wishes, but at least we gave it a
shot. Instead of acting out,
proving them right, that we
are just a bunch of punks,
let’s rebel by acting the very
way they expect us not to—
with maturity.

